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When you hit the central locking button on the remote, the affected door often won't lock or
won't unlock if it was already locked. The issue tends to start out intermittent and then worsen
with time. Replacing them is incredibly easy. It is also possible to strip the unit down to repair it,
however, it's not without it's risks. While the door lock unit is removed the door won't latch
closed and certainly won't lock , so if you damage the unit trying to repair it, you're going to be
in a tricky position. The route I took was to buy a second hand unit from ebay, fit that and then
look at repairing the original so I've got it on the shelf if the replacement starts exhibiting the
same symptoms. To access the door locking mechanism, we need to remove the door card and
disconnect some cabling etc. There are two screws holding the door card in place, both located
under the inner handle. You need to carefully prise the handle apart to access them:. The two
screws have Torx heads, you'll need a long driver to reach the middle one. Undo these screws
they may not come all the way out yet. The door card is also held on by a number of clips, so
you need to use a flat-head screwdriver between the door card and the door frame to pop these
out. The clips at the front of the door are a bit of a pain, so you'll probably want to try and lever
those from above. Once the clips are out, you should be able to lift the card up and out from the
door. There are 3 electrical connectors to undo, and you'll also need to disconnect the door
handle. A small flat-head screwdriver is almost essential here. Once disconnected, put the door
card somewhere safe, and you should be left looking at the inner insulation. The foam is held on
by thick black gloop, and there's next to no chance of separating without tearing the foam, so
instead take a craft knife and carefully cut around the edge of the foam and pull it back so you
can see the locking mechanism. It was a bit too awkward to get a picture, but on the inside you
should see the door lock mechanism with two bars, a cable and an electrical connector coming
off it. Before getting too involved with trying to disconnect it, I decided it was better to unmount
the unit first, by removing the three screws on the end of the door. The door handle cable also
unhooks easily, so it's easier to do that than try and pull the cable back through. For the outer
handle rod, you need to reach in and unclip the little yellow clip at the bottom. Try not to knock
the rod out of the handle at the top as it's quite fiddly to get back in but it's not the end of the
world if you do. The electrical connector is a bit odd. First you need to unclip the black shroud
from the cable and move it up and out. You should now be able to remove the unit. If you're
putting a replacement in, then just reverse the procedure to re-install and remember to tape up
the cut you made in the foam. Note: If you'd find it easier to watch a video of this process, there
is one at the bottom of the page. Carefully lever the plastic clips out, and then you should be
able to start levering the top of the unit off. You'll know when it's come sufficiently loose, and
should then be able to lift it up and off. We now need to carefully remove the top half as this
holds the board and connector we're interested in. In the metal face, there are two small plastic
clips one in a hole, the next just along from it , carefully lever these to lift the board etc up. You
should now be able to see the motor and mechanism, be very careful not to dislodge anything.
If you do, this is what it should look like. We're interested in the contacts on the bottom of the
board which slot into the motor you can see on the right of the image above. I also used a very
small screwdriver to poke into the motor's contacts, but be careful not to stretch the metal back
or you'll make things worse. Once you're happy it's been adequately cleaned, carefully slot the
board back on top and push into place, and then slide the cover back over the top. Where the
plastic welds were, I used screws to help hold the unit together. This site should work without
Javascript enabled. If you find something doesn't, please Contact Me. You need to carefully
prise the handle apart to access them: The two screws have Torx heads, you'll need a long
driver to reach the middle one. Undo these screws they may not come all the way out yet The
door card is also held on by a number of clips, so you need to use a flat-head screwdriver
between the door card and the door frame to pop these out The clips at the front of the door are
a bit of a pain, so you'll probably want to try and lever those from above. Once the clips are out,
you should be able to lift the card up and out from the door There are 3 electrical connectors to
undo, and you'll also need to disconnect the door handle. Once disconnected, put the door card
somewhere safe, and you should be left looking at the inner insulation The foam is held on by
thick black gloop, and there's next to no chance of separating without tearing the foam, so
instead take a craft knife and carefully cut around the edge of the foam and pull it back so you
can see the locking mechanism. Before getting too involved with trying to disconnect it, I
decided it was better to unmount the unit first, by removing the three screws on the end of the
door The bar leading upwards to the locking tab nearest you should unhook quite easily The
door handle cable also unhooks easily, so it's easier to do that than try and pull the cable back
through. Dismantling the Unit Note: If you'd find it easier to watch a video of this process, there
is one at the bottom of the page We now have a unit on the bench The unit is held together by
three different mechanisms. You'll know when it's come sufficiently loose, and should then be
able to lift it up and off We now need to carefully remove the top half as this holds the board and

connector we're interested in. In the metal face, there are two small plastic clips one in a hole,
the next just along from it , carefully lever these to lift the board etc up You should now be able
to see the motor and mechanism, be very careful not to dislodge anything. Where the plastic
welds were, I used screws to help hold the unit together You're now ready to re-fit into the
vehicle. Re-installation is the reverse of disassembly. Be the first to write a review. Current No.
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Priority Shipping. We are Central PA's Saab dealership alternative. Keep your factory warranty
intact and get the personalized service you deserve. We distinguish ourselves by preventing
problems rather than just repairing them, providing high-quality service at affordable prices.
Because maintenance is almost always less expensive than repair, our focus is on servicing
your car before it breaks down. To make sure your car is running well and help you avoid costly
repairs, we follow the manufacturer-recommended maintenance schedule for your Saab. Phone:
Saab Services. Nothing says "Great Swedish Automobile! It's one of the first import car brands
we worked with and now one of the most specialized we see. We service and repair vintage,
classic and new Saabs from the Turbo which was incredibly popular throughout the 80s to
larger, four door, Saab We distinguish ourselves from Saab dealers by preventing problems
rather than just repairing them-- providing high-quality service at affordable prices. We also
make sure that we're educated about the transitions that Saab experiences as a company, so
that we can stay on top of warranty changes, recalls, and commonly reported concerns. Saab
owners are loyal and informed and they should expect the same from their repair shop! With
that plan in mind, we keep parts in stock that fit all makes and models of these exceptionally
aerodynamic cars. Saab's designs reflect the air craft manufacturing history of the company.
Because maintenance is almost always less expensive than repair, our focus is on servicing
your car before it shows signs of a problem. Our priority is making sure that the reasons you
bought a Saab-- safety, reliability and handling- stay valid throughout the lifetime of the vehicle.
But, because we are an independent shop, we follow our own commitment to great customer
service and quality, cost-aware, service and repairs. So, swing on by with your Saab and let us

know how we can help you, and your car, stay in great shape for the long haul, no matter the
twists and turns on the road ahead. Reach Out To Us. Subscribe to Email Updates. Current No.
Genuine SAAB. The result was SAAB Automobile, some 60 years later the endeavor has yielded
some of the most unique and recognizable automotive designs to ever come out of Europe.
Turbocharging and novel Safety innovations like a Console mounted ignition key, diagonal, dual
circuit brakes and headlight washers became SAAB trademarks. In SAAB innovated the direct
ignition system dispensing with the anachronistic ignition distributor eventually culminating in
the laudable Trionic 5, 7 and 8 engine management systems. If this is not the exact Central
Integrated Module CIM you are looking for, or you would like this part in a brand other than
Genuine SAAB, please contact us and one of our customer service experts will help you locate
the exact part you need. Within 30 days of your shipment date, defective parts may be returned
for a refund, store credit, or exchange. After 30 days this product is supported by a one 1 year
warranty against defect. After 30 days and up to one 1 year from your shipment date, defective
parts may be exchanged for a new part which carries a new one 1 year warranty from date of
shipment. The costs to ship you a new one and ship the defect back to us is not included in this
warranty. After one 1 year eEuroparts. No exchange will be offered outside of the
manufacturer's warranty process. Parts covered by the manufacturer warranty need to be
exchanged through the manufacturer and may take up to weeks. This warranty is inclusive
meaning that if it is not specifically stated here it is not covered. Labor to replace the damage
part and any consequential damage due to failure of the part are never covered under this
warranty. We also provide inexpensive and guaranteed 3 day, 2 day, and Overnight shipping
options, so if you need your Central Integrated Module CIM tomorrow, eEuroparts. Every
eEuroparts. The item must be new and in its original manufacturer packaging to be eligible for a
cash refund. If you would like to return an item or have questions about the process, please
contact us and one of our customer service experts will be happy to help. This information is
only a summary. Complete shipping and return policy information can be found in our web site
policies. Thank you for taking the time to provide us with your suggestions for improving
eEuroparts. If you have any questions please contact us. Thank you for taking the time to let us
know about an issue with one of our listings. Want to narrow your results? We are processing a
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about your use of our site with our media and analytics partners. Accept Cookies. A bad TCM
could result in your transmission shifting hard, to the wrong gear, or not shifting at all. The gear
engagement could be harsh or delayed at times, and may also lead to a gear status indicator
malfunction. A PCM, therefore, controls both engine and transmission operations. A BCM
controls most of the interior and exterior body functions, like interior and exterior lighting,
wipers, doors and windows, seats, radio, instrument cluster and even HVAC functions. Any
issues related to a BCM malfunction could cause one or more of these systems to stop working,
or break intermittently. We Do More. Modern cars come with anywhere from 4 to 80 modules
depending on the year, make, and model of the vehicle. We can't realistically list all the modules
we cover, but we can assure you that we cover almost all modules across the platform with very
few exceptions. Call us today to confirm our coverage for your specific module! External
inspection of the Control Module. Replication of the concern for which the module was
received. Isol
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ation of the problem and it's relavent circuits in the module. Post-Repair testing and quality
checks. Every module shipped out to our customers has all the pertinent information regarding
the repairs done to the module, and also any specific repairs or testing required on the vehicle
itself before the module is installed. We also include Technical Service Bulletins and any
additional maintenance procedures that our Certified Master Technicians deem necessary to
ensure the proper repair of the vehicle. All this is included in our Free Technical Assistance
program that all our customers have access to. Are you looking for another car manufacturer?
Don't worry! We cater to all module needs, covering most car manufacturers from around the
world. Click below to see the complete list of car manufacturers we support for both your
module repairs, and remanufacturing needs. Our Repair Service Includes:. What we do different
from our competitors:. Not Your Make? Repair Coverage. Reman Coverage.

